FALL 2018

Greetings from the Round Bobbin!

1126B Horsham Road
Ambler, PA 19002
(215) 367-5596
www. roundbobbinquilts. com
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Well here we go again! This year has absolutely flown by! I can’t believe it’s time for
another Fall Class Preview Open House already. The teachers have been busy all summer
getting their samples together, and now we’re down to crunch time! Come join us this
Saturday, September 22 and Sunday September 23 for our biannual show. As we did
last Winter, we are again holding an OPEN HOUSE here AT THE SHOP. Come when you
want, leave when you want, wear your pajamas, we don’t care! JUST COME! We’ll show
you lots of cool stuff, and we’ll show you a good time. There will be hourly (just about)
drawings for some cool things, goodies to eat and drink, lots of inspiration and maybe
even a SALE! You won’t want to miss it.
Our hours are Saturday, 10 am to 5 pm and Sunday, 12-4 pm. Check it out!
One of the new quilts on display will be our version of the 16th Annual Eastern PA Shop
Hop quilt. This year’s hop quilt is made with “Something Blue” by Edyta Sitar for Andover
Fabrics. This is our first year to participate in the Shop Hop, and we are thrilled to be a
part of it. To qualify for prizes you need to visit nine shops in 16 days from November
2 - November 17th. Passports have been flying out the door- so much so that we had
to have more printed! If you visit this weekend, we still have a few left so don’t forget to
ask about them when you check out at the register. You can check it out on Facebook:
Facebook.com/EasternPAShopHop. The passport itself is $5 and with that you get a free
pattern WITH fabric, two additional free patterns, a cool clear vinyl bag AND coupons
galore from each shop. All that is well worth the price of admission!
This year we have a new club forming which will be led by our very own Sally Malley.
The club will be called “Handwork With Sally” and will meet on the third Wednesday
of the month from 10:30 am to 2 pm. Do read on and see what that’s all about! And
check out not ONE but TWO Pickup Block of the Months. Don’t know what that is?
Just ask!
So, enjoy your Fall (thankfully, the weather might be turning a bit) and do enjoy some
quality time with us! We’ll be waiting! Again, we love what we do, and we love sharing
it all with you!
Read on and, as usual,
May Your Bobbins Always Be Full,

Susan
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Events

SEPTEMBER IS
NATIONAL SEWING MONTH

The observance of National Sewing Month began in 1982 with a
proclamation from President Ronald Reagan declaring September
as National Sewing Month
‘In recognition of the importance of home sewing to our Nation.’

SEW FOR THE EXPERIENCE OF IT
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First Things First
B

B+ LET’S GET STARTED

Whether you are new to quilting or have ventured
before and need a refresher, this is the class for you! We
will be reviewing all the steps of piecing a quilt top. We
will discuss choosing colors and fabrics, the tools you
will need, threads and needles, quilt terminology, fabric
care and how to press. Then, because this is a hands-on
class, we will learn to rotary cut, chain piece, strip piece,
piece blocks and borders AND how to sew a 1/4” seam.
Now is the time! Come and join the fun!
Pattern Fee (payable to instructor):

$20

Tuesdays, 10/9, 10/23, 10/30, 11/13, 11/27, 12/11, 1/8
and 1/22................... 10:30 am-1:30 pm or 6:30-9:30 pm
Instructor: Peggy Beerer
Sessions: 8
Fee: $165

B THE FINE ART OF HAND QUILTING
B
Elise will guide you through the process of hand

quilting from start to finish. First, she will instruct you in
the special tools needed-needles, thread, hoop,
thimbles. Then you’ll start to stitch! You’ll learn how to
knot your thread and bury it and then make controlled,
even stitches. In no time you’ll be hand quilting like a
pro. Carry on the tradition!
Stitching Samples Kit Required (payable to instructor): $5
Sunday, 10/7............................................... 12:30-3:30 pm
Instructor: Elise Bowers
Sessions: 1
Fee: $30

B

PUNCHNEEDLE PRIMER

Do you have one of the very cute punchneedle
patterns that you’ve been meaning to try and just
haven’t gotten to yet? If you haven’t tried punchneedle
embroidery yet, now is the time. Join Betsy as she
guides you through this calming but effective
handwork technique. Bring your own pattern (with
required floss) or try an original design of Betsy’s.
Pattern: BYOP (Bring Your Own Pattern) OR try Betsy’s
Original Kit (payable to instructor):
$12
Thursday, 10/18.....................................................7-10 pm
Instructor: Betsy Smyth
Sessions: 1
Fee: $30

B+ PAPER PIECED PRESENTS (B+)
This is a technique class in which you’ll learn the basics
of paper foundation piecing. We’ll construct a
5-sectioned strip of paper pieced presents, which can

be finished into 3 possible designs: a small wall
hanging, a table runner or a decorative accent for a tea
towel. The tea towel, in particular, makes a great
holiday gift! Don’t miss this opportunity to get started
paper piecing. It’s an invaluable skill to include in your
quilting repertoire!
Pattern Required: Christmas Presents

$8

Sunday, 11/4...........................................................12-4 pm
Instructor: Sue Edelman
Sessions: 1
Fee: $35

B

FLICKER FRIENDS

Wondering about wool embroidery? Join Gretchen as
she guides you through this relaxing and enjoyable
technique. Flicker Friends is a wool and cotton
applique wall hanging - perfect for a beginner.
Gretchen will instruct you in preparing the wool pieces,
and she will discuss what notions are needed to be
successful. You will learn blanket stitch applique, as
well as several additional embroidery stitches. You will
learn how to care for your wool projects and so much
more. Come on! See what all the fuss is about!
Pattern Required: Flicker Friends

$10

Kit Available - Includes all wool, some cotton and DMC
thread (Borders, binding and backing not included). 		
$13.95
Friday, 11/9.............................................................12-4 pm
Instructor: Gretchen Gibbons Sessions: 1 Fee: $35

Skill Level
Each class is associated with a skill level. This is the
minimum amount of knowledge required to take
that class.
E Open to Everyone
B Beginner
B+ Advanced Beginner
I

Intermediate

A Advanced
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First Things First
B

MACHINE QUILTING

B

This class is designed to take the mystery and
intimidation out of machine quilting your own tops.
We’ll start with the basics, including how to layer your
quilt sandwich. Over two sessions, we will cover
straight line quilting and free motion quilting. New this
session, a partial precut materials kit is being offered.
The kit contains precut battings, muslin tops, 3 1/2”
squares and border strips for a pieced top. You need to
add 6 fat quarters for backs and a novelty print top, and
you’ll be ready for class in no time.
NOTE: YOU MUST PIECE THE 3-1/2” SQUARES INTO A
PLACEMAT SIZED TOP PRIOR TO CLASS!
Let Susan help build your confidence in machine
quilting, and you will be on your way to discovering
your own personal style!
Kit (optional) Fee:

$17.50

Recommended: 180 Doodle Quilting Designs

$27.95

Saturday, 11/10.........................................1-4:30 pm AND
Saturday, 12/8..........................................................1-4 pm
Instructor: Susan Albaugh
Sessions: 2
Fee: $55

B

MACHINE APPLIQUE

Learn the stitches and the techniques for successful
machine applique. Gina will instruct you in the correct
fusibles, stabilizers, threads, needles and other notions
to use. Start your own stitching samples! This is a
technique class.
Stitching Samples Kit Required (payable to instructor): $8
Saturday, 11/17......................................................12-4 pm
Instructor: Gina Gempesaw Sessions: 1 Fee: $35

B B+ ROTARY CUTTING 101
Oops! Dang! I just want to get to the sewing part!
Does that sound like you when cutting for a new quilt?
Never had instruction on rotary cutting? Now is your
chance! This is a hands-on class on how to rotary cut
and how to organize your cut pieces. All you need is
practice fabric and your cutting tools, and we will make
cutting easier and maybe even calming! Dare we say,
pleasurable?
Thursday, 11/29..................... 12-2:30 pm OR 6-8:30 pm
Instructor: Peggy Beerer
Sessions: 1
Fee: $20

MAGICAL PIPED BINDING

Have you noticed the show quilts with a touch of color
at the binding edge? Ann shows you another binding
option which is great for adding that small accent to
the finishing of your quilt. The pipe binding is machine
made and is applied so there is No Hand Sewing! The
process is easy and quick so you can save time
completing your last minute projects! Try it!
Kit Fee (payable to instructor): Includes quilted sample
with fabric for piping and binding
$5
Sunday, 12/2.............................................................1-3 pm
Instructor: Anne Cowan
Sessions: 1
Fee: $18

B+ BINDING BASICS
Learn the tips and tricks to binding your quilts like a pro
in this hands-on class. Students will learn how to make
binding, apply it to a practice quilt sandwich, how to
invisibly join the binding ends and finish it by hand.
Design elements of bindings will be discussed. This
class will help you take your quilts to the next level.
Tuesday, 12/4...........................................................6-9 pm
Instructor: Susan Albaugh
Sessions: 1 Fee: $30

Special Notes on Classes
You may register by phone. However, you have one
week to bring or mail in your payment in order to
confirm your place. You can also call to pay with a
credit card number. If mailing a check, please include
a SASE if you would like to receive your receipt. Do
not send payment without pre-registering.
No class fee will be transferred, credited or refunded
later than one week prior to the start of class unless
we find someone to take your place in class. While we
recognize that situations beyond your control may
occur, please do not ask us to make exceptions.
In the event that there are less than three students in
a class, the class may be canceled with your class fee
being credited or refunded. Please be aware of this
policy prior to purchasing your supplies for class.
Thank you.
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Main Attractions
B+

I

WOVEN STAR

I

Paper Piecing! Curved Piecing! Quick Strip Piecing!
Color and Design! This is a fun pattern with lots of
potential! The Woven Star is intricate enough to
provide visual interest and keep you engaged but
simple enough that you can devote yourself to finding
your favorite color and pattern combination. The
center of the star is a quick pieced checkerboard. The
points are paper pieced. The class includes a square
version and a round version. You can choose one or
combine the two for a fun and fascinating result. This
quilt is great for fat quarters, layer cakes or yardage.
Once you start you won’t want to stop! Experience with
paper piecing is useful but not required.
Saturday, 9/29.................................................10 am-4 pm
Instructor: Sarah Bond
Sessions: 1
Fee: $50

B+ MAGICAL MAGNOLIA LANE
This is a wonderful two-fabric quilt. You will make fairly
simple blocks and assemble them in a straight set.
Once the quilt center is completed, you will make two
strategic “magical” cuts and resew the pieces. This
“magic” then results in a quilt set on-point! A winner
every time!
Pattern Required: Magical Magnolia Lane

$8

Saturday, 10/6.................................................10 am-4 pm
Instructor: Linda Carey

B+

I

A

Sessions: 1

Fee: $50

PRISM

This incredibly snazzy quilt is constructed using only
split rectangle units. The pattern emerges with the
combination of scrappy left and right slanting units
strategically placed to create the large diamonds. And
for a little bit of extra pizzazz, some of the split
rectangle units have double diagonal seams to accent
the diamond pattern.
Pattern Required: Prism

$11.50

Tool Required: Studio 180 Design Split Rects tool

$22.50

Friday, 10/12....................................................10 am-4 pm
Instructor: Sharon Riley
Sessions: 1
Fee: $50

LEMOYNE UNIVERSITY JUNIOR YEAR

This third class in our Lemoyne University series focuses
on two new techniques: Banded Lemoyne and Liberty
Lemoyne Stars. By using the trim-down method,
students will continue to build their Lemoyne Star skills
making beautiful stars that traditionally are paper
pieced. This impressive table runner will show off their
new skills. Note that this class is built on skills learned
in the Freshman Year session. Experience making
Lemoyne Stars using the Studio 180 tool is required.
Technique Sheets Required: Banded Lemoyne and
Liberty Lemoyne
$7.50 each
Required for Pattern: Tucker Trimmer, Rapid Fire Lemoyne
Star and either Small or Large Square Squared Tool
Experience Required: Rapid Fire Lemoyne Star - Must have
completed Freshman Class (Crown Jewels Class)
Saturday, 10/13...............................................10 am-4 pm
Instructors: Running With Scissors
Sessions: 1
Fee: $50

B+ MANDALA
In this class you will create your own circular mandala
wall hanging by combining two fundamental units; half
square triangles and “V” Blocks. You will learn to make
these units slightly oversized and trim them down to
size. After making the fundamental units, we will move
onto block assembly. This fun pattern will provide you
an interesting wall hanging using square units to
provide the illusion of curves. In addition to this
pattern, we will discuss other designs that can be made
with the two fundamental units. Join the fun!
Pattern Required: Mandala

$11.50

Tools Required: Studio V Block Too
Tucker Trimmer
Magic Wand 1/4 Inch Marking Tool

$22.50
$20.50
$5.95

Sunday, 10/14............................................ 10 am-3:30 pm
(Shop will be open early for students only)
Instructor: Running With Scissors
Sessions: 1
Fee: $50
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I

ONE BLOCK WONDER - HEXAFIELD
PANELS

Ever done a One Block Wonder Quilt? Don’t know what
that is? One Block Wonder is a technique for making
quilts in which you use a stack and slash method
beginning with six layers of one fabric. You cut it into
triangles using a simple, but effective method. You
then piece them and end up with a quilt made of fabric
hexagon kaleidoscopes. A hexified panels quilt (in our
case) is a quilt using fabric panels (seven of them to be
exact). You will stack and slash, piece and end up with
the same look, the only difference is one complete
panel is incorporated into the quilt as a focal point.
Same fun technique - wonderfully exciting result! AND
it’s much easier to achieve than you might imagine!
This class will take the mystery away and get you on
your way toward making your own One Block Wonder!
Book Required: One Block Wonder OR
One Block Wonder Encore

$24.95

Sunday, 11/11..................................................10 am-4 pm
(The shop will be open early for students only)
Instructor: Storm Evans
Sessions: 1
Fee: $50

B+ MUM’S FLOWERS
This quilt starts with a traditional Goose in the Pond
block, but the special sashing is what makes it truly
unique! Strip piecing and half square triangles in larger
sizes make for easier quilt construction that you might
imagine. This is a Gina original, and she has chosen her
favorite fall flower, the chrysanthemum, as inspiration
for her colors. What will you choose?
Join her to make this stunner!
Required: Quilter’s World Magazine - Fall 2018

$6.99

Sunday, 10/21..................................................10 am-4 pm
(The shop will be open early for students only)
Instructor: Gina Gempesaw Sessions: 1 Fee: $50

I

STRIP PIECED MARINER’S COMPASS

Jo Ann will guide you in a new, exciting and easy way to
make a traditionally difficult quilt design. Robin Ruth of
Robin Ruth Designs has developed a revolutionary set
of rulers, patterns and books designed for Strip Piecing
the once tedious and unapproachable Mariner’s

Compass block quickly and accurately with NO PAPER
PIECING! Using her Skinny Robin Ruler you will explore
the method to make her Skinny Robin Compass block
which means it is based on a 45 degree angle. Maybe
you already have the ruler somewhere in your sewing
room but never knew what to do with it? Well now’s
your chance with Jo Ann Lepore, a newcomer to the
Round Bobbin. Join her and sew what it’s all about!
Required: Skinny Robin Mariner’s Compass Book and
Ruler
$39.95
Saturday, 10/27...............................................10 am-4 pm
Instructor: Jo Ann Lepore
Sessions: 1 Fee: $50

B+

I

A TWIRL-A-TOOL

Using the Brilliant Binding Tool, we will make not only
this cute Twirl-A-Tool quilt, but we will also learn how to
make a scrappy faux piped binding to add later after it’s
quilted. The sample is a baby/kids quilt, but the pattern
also includes directions for a lap, twin, Queen and King.
You can use a black or white background coupled with
kids, Kaffe, brights or whatever fabric you choose!
Come join Peggy and give it a whirl!
Pattern Required: Twirl-A-Tool

$10

Brilliant Bindings Tool

$10

Wednesday, 11/7........................................... 6-9 pm AND
Sunday, 12/9..................................................... 12-4:30 pm
Instructor: Peggy Beerer
Sessions: 2 Fee: $55

I

SEA HOLLY

This stunning quilt may look challenging, but the
results are worth the effort. Judy Niemeyer’s paper
foundation pattern and detailed instructions will move
you through this project effortlessly. Strip piecing and
curved piecing techniques will be discussed. Prior
experience with paper piecing is a requirement.
Pattern Required: Sea Holly

$35.95

Thursday, 11/8................................................ 6-8 pm AND
Saturday, 12/15...............................................10 am-4 pm
Instructor: Carol Mirynowski Sessions: 2 Fee: $75
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B+

I

NEW YORK BEAUTY

This is a workshop-style class and a great technique for
creating perfect points every time! You’ll start with a
basic, simple New York Beauty block. Sarah will walk
you through the basics of paper piecing. You’ll
continue on to variations including flying geese,
multiple sets of points and triangles and long points
with narrow outlines. You can try them all or just stick
with your favorite or favorites. At the end of class, you’ll
experiment with placement of the blocks so that you
can see how the different sets and arrangements can
create the contemporary or traditional that you’re
hoping to achieve!
Pattern to be provided by instructor
Saturday, 12/1 ................................................10 am-4 pm
Instructor: Sarah Bond

Sessions: 1

Fee: $50

B+ MAGICAL DISAPPEARING BLOCK

QUILTS

There are now 10 different Disappearing Block quilts
from Missouri Star based on a 1/2 inch square triangle
unit. Learn the MSQC quick piecing method as Susan
leads you through the process of making many of the
different blocks in class. Block layouts and “rotate and
swap” instructions will be provided for all ten designs.
Then it’s play time as you choose your favorite and
begin to piece your very own disappearing block quilt at
home. The pattern is based on 10” squares, so raid your
stash of mediums and darks for the class samples. The
quilt you choose to make after class can easily be made
with a layer cake! Each student is required to purchase
or download one of the Disappearing Pinwheel or Hour
Glass patterns from MSQC prior to class.
Pattern Required: Must visit http://www.missouriquiltco.
com to purchase Disappearing Pinwheel or Hour Glass
pattern $4.95 or Digital version $3.95 (both on sale) prior
to class.
Sunday, 12/16...........................................................1-5 pm
Instructor: Susan Albaugh
Sessions: 1
Fee: $35

B+ T-SHIRT QUILT
Don’t let those old T-shirts just sit in a box in the attic!
Preserve the memories-be they a child’s sports team, a

marching band or favorite rock concerts from your
college days! What a great way to make someone
happy! Join Sally as she guides you through the process
down memory lane!
Thursdays, 1/10/19, 1/17/19, 1/24/19 AND
1/31/19......................................................................6-8 pm
Instructor: Sally Malley
Sessions: 4
Fee: $75

I

MACHINE QUILTING - BEGINNING
RULER WORK - SLIM

NOTE: REQUIRES SOME PROFICIENCY IN
FREE MOTION QUILTING

Begin exploring the world of machine quilting with
rulers with this Level 1 class using a straight quilting
ruler. Susan will be using Slim by Angela Walters for
Creative Grids, but any straight MACHINE QUILTING
ruler you own will work. Why use a ruler and free
motion quilting for straight lines? Because quilting
straight lines with your feed dogs up and using a
regular or walking foot requires you to spin your quilts
as you follow the block lines. Using free motion and a
straight machine quilting ruler eliminates this need,
making straight line quilting on larger projects easier.
We will be learning the properties of the particular ruler
foot you purchase for your machine, quilting in the
ditch, 1/4” quilting and border designs without the use
of tape, point to point designs to fill squares and flying
geese units, and we will introduce you to curve designs
if you are working with “Slim” (or if your particular ruler
has a curved end).
Please Note:
1. This class does not take the place of a basic free
motion quilting class. You MUST be able to free
motion quilt with some comfort and proficiency to
take this class - but you need not be perfect!
2. Machine quilting rulers ARE NOT the same as rotary
cutting rulers.
3. The Ruler quilting foot IS NOT the same as a free
motion/hopping foot. You are responsible for
researching and purchasing the correct ruler foot
for your machine.
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED: Creative Grids Slim
Machine Quilting Ruler

$21.99

Sunday, 1/13/19................................................. 1-4:30 pm
Instructor: Susan Albaugh
Session: 1
Fee: $40
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Fun For All

B+ STONE SOUP

I

And the moral of the story is...., by working together,
with everyone contributing what they can, a greater
good is achieved. Like the classic story STONE SOUP
this class will give you a chance to spend time caring
and sharing. This Stone Soup quilt will be led by
Sharon Riley, certified Studio 180 Design instructor.
Learn how to make the corner beam unit using a strip
pieced method with no paper piecing or templates. We
will create a fun design that offers many color
combinations. Once again, we will share fabrics to
create a quilt which will be donated to a local charity
(More on the exact charity later). Come join us! And
once again, of course, THERE WILL BE SOUP!
Pattern Required: Corner Crossed

$9.50

Tool Required: Corner Beam Tool

$22.50

Sunday, 1/20/19..............................................10 am-4 pm
(Shop will be open early for class members only)
Instructor: Sharon Riley
Sessions: 1
Fee: $50

“Life isn’t about finding yourself,
Life is about creating yourself”
- George Bernard Shaw
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BRENTWOOD BAG

The Brentwood Bag has it all—plenty of style and
plenty of room. It will become your “go-to” bag—
especially when you learn how to customize the
number and sizes of pockets and lengths of the straps
to fit your needs perfectly! Susan will lead you every
step of the way through the process. The skills and
tricks you will learn in the four sessions will allow you to
make all your future bags with confidence! Don’t let
the four sessions intimidate you—she will break it all
down!
Pattern Required: Brentwood Bag

$10

Tuesday, 10/16............................................... 7-8 pm AND
Saturday, 11/10......................................9 am-12 pm AND
Saturday, 12/8........................................9 am-12 pm AND
Tuesday, 12/18.........................................................7-9 pm
Instructor: Susan Albaugh
Sessions: 4
Fee: $75

B+ JELLY ROLL RUG
Let’s make a Jelly Roll Throw Rug! In this class you will
learn tips and techniques to make a 30” x 44” Jelly Roll
Rug. Join the latest NO pressure, ALL fun sewing craze
and use those jelly rolls you’ve been collecting! This is a
2-part class, and you WILL have some sewing to do at
home between classes. Please have your batting
pre-cut before coming to class.
Pattern Required: Jelly Roll Rug

$10

Thursday, 11/1..................................... 6:30-8:30 pm AND
Thursday, 11/15.......................................................6-9 pm
Instructor: Pam Greagori
Sessions: 2
Fee: $50

B+ CRISS CROSS PLACEMATS
Simply woven, these placemats come together easily
using Jelly Rolls, Bali Pops or cut your own strips to
match your decor! Storm will guide you through the
process. These table-enhancing beauties are a great
addition to your holiday decor!
Pattern Required: Aunties Two CrissCross

$9

Sunday, 10/28.........................................................12-4 pm
Instructor: Storm Evans
Sessions: 1
Fee: $40
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I

TOTE 101

Julie Liggett’s latest design, TOTE 101, includes the
essential skills necessary for creating a tote bag that
you can be proud of! The lining includes two zippered
pockets, open pockets and a magnetic snap.
Texturizing the outside fabric makes this tote an
eye-catcher!
Pattern Required: Tote 101 from Liggett Designs

$9

Thursday, 11/1.................................................10 am-4 pm
Instructor: Julie Liggett
Sessions: 1
Fee: $50

B+ SNOWMAN NESTING BASKETS
Charming Snowman Nesting Baskets is a fun and easy
to make decoration for the holidays. Stack for the
season, then nest inside each other for compact
storage. Don’t let sewing flat bottom circles dishearten
you! Pam will break down each step into manageable
pieces! The project begins with the Nesting Baskets
pattern from ByAnnie. Then with a little embellishment
with pipe cleaners, ribbon and buttons - Voila! It turns
into Mr. Snowman! He’s perfect for storing Christmas
cards, ornaments, candy and more! Make him part of
your holiday tradition!

B+ THAT’S SEW CHENILLE CHRISTMAS

HOT PADS

Ho Ho Ho! Forget the mistletoe! This season we’re
decorating with chenille! After a little fusible applique
and some simple embroidery, you’ll tack the fabric
layers in place, trim in the stitched channels with your
chenille cutter and tuft with an emery board to finish!
Embellish away and enjoy these cuties! They are great
for gifts! Hopefully, you’ll leave class with a finished
project! The pattern contains eight different designs
each in four sizes! Join Kim for all the fun!
Pattern Required: That’s Sew Chenille Christmas
Hot Pads - Sewing Version

$14.95

Saturday, 10/20...............................................10 am-2 pm
Instructor: Kim Pope
Sessions: 1
Fee: 35

B

FOLDED FABRIC ORNAMENTS

Choose your favorite of five No-Sew ornaments - a bell,
wreath, pine cone, gift box or traditional round ball.
Fold and pin your fabrics to create a beautiful ornament
in one afternoon! P.S. They make great gifts!
Pattern Required: Holiday Ornaments

$7.95

Finishing Kit available

Assembly Kit Fee (payable to instructor): (includes
styrofoam, ribbon, floral pin - does not include fabric or
Dressmaker pins)
$5

Saturday, 11/3.................................................10 am-4 pm
Instructor: Pam Greagori
Sessions: 1
Fee: $50

Sunday, 11/18.........................................................12-4 pm
Instructor: Sue Edelman
Sessions: 1
Fee: $35

Pattern Required: Nesting Baskets

$9.95

B+ FOLD’ N STITCH TREE
This weekend project is sure to brighten your table
decor for the Holidays! This pattern has several sizes to
choose from-we’ll be making the 6” tree in class. With
the skills you learn in class, you’ll be able to make the
miniature Wreath ornament also included in the
pattern. Embellish either the trees or wreaths with
beads or heat set crystals to make them uniquely your
own. This is a fun little holiday accent that makes a
great teacher or hostess gift!
Pattern Required: Fold ‘n Stitch Holiday Accents

$9

Tuesday, 11/6..................................................... 6-9:30 pm
Instructor: Susan Albaugh Sessions: 1 Fee: $35

VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE
INFORMATION, PHOTOS OF CLASS
PROJECTS AND MORE!
WWW. ROUNDBOBBINQUILTS. COM

Classes Made to Order
Is there a pattern or quilt you want to make
but don’t know how? Get 2 or more friends
together and let us organize a class for you!
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Monthly Clubs
GRETCHEN’S CORNER WOOL CLUB

PUNCH NEEDLE CLUB WITH BETSY

This Club is for you if you have started or are about to
start one of Gretchen’s many projects (both old and
new), OR if you have another wool embroidery project
you just need help with. Join the club and come the
first Wednesday of the month to enjoy a morning of
relaxation, advice, tips, encouragement and lots more!
Work on your project with Gretchen’s help and skillful
eye close by.

Join Betsy Smyth for an enjoyable evening with fellow
punch needle embroidery lovers! Bring whatever
project you are working on and get tips and
encouragement from Betsy and the group!

Wednesdays, 10/3, 11/7, 12/5, 1/2/19......10 am-12 pm
Instructor: Gretchen Gibbons
Fee: No Charge
(Bring a goody to share, if you like!)

Wednesdays, 10/17, 12/19, 1/16/19
....................................................................................7-9 pm
Instructor: Betsy Smyth
Fee: No Charge

HANDWORK WITH SALLY

ENGLISH PAPER PIECING WITH
SUSAN ALBAUGH

Join Sally Malley in a brand new club geared to those
who like to work with their hands! Around here we
always say Sally knows absolutely everyone in the
greater Philadelphia area! Well, not only that - she also
knows how to do absolutely every type of handwork
there is! You name it - Hand embroidery, wool
embroidery, knitting, cross stitch, crocheting, hand
piecing, hand applique, hand quilting - phew! - she
knows it all! She would like to lead a club where you
bring WHATEVER you would like to work on - any of the
above (and a few more I probably didn’t name). Enjoy
a few hours of just relaxing, getting projects finished
and picking her brain for tips, tricks and
encouragement! Bring your lunch or get take-out.
Come on in meet new friends and just ENJOY!
This club will meet the 3rd Wednesday of the month
from 10:30 am-2 pm.
Wednesdays, 10/17, 11/21, 12/19, 1/16/19
..................................................................... 10:30 am-2 pm
Instructor: Sally Malley
Fee: No Charge

This club will meet the 3rd Wednesday of the month
from 6:30-8:30 pm.

Join the group and punch the evening away!!

Join Susan in our English Paper Piecing Club. The hexie
(and other popular designs) craze is alive and well. EPP
is a great take-along kind of project that you can sew
anywhere. All are welcome, beginners or not. Bring
along a project you’re working on or need help with.
Susan will provide expert guidance and advice. Join us!
Thursdays, 9/27, 10/25, 12/27, 1/24/19....6:30-8:30 pm
Instructor: Susan Albaugh
Fee: No Charge

FRIDAY SIT AND SEW
Bring your own project and bring a friend! Join us for
a day (or night) of sewing, conversation and FUN!

DAYTIME SIT AND SEW
DAY OF THE MONTH IS CHANGED
Our DAYTIME Sit and Sew meets every 1st Friday of the
month from 10 am - 4 pm.
Sandwiches are served!
The NIGHT OWL Sit and Sew meets the 3rd Friday of
the month from 5 pm - 11 pm. Registration Required.
Pizza is served during the evening session.
Instructor: Staff

Fee: $15

The Round Bobbin Quilt Shop – Fall 2018

Block of the Month

Double Dash
COMING IN OCTOBER!
We bring back this Block of the Month
FAVORITE! Based on the well-loved
classic Churn Dash block, Double Dash is
a dynamic, scrappy and traditional quilt
pattern created by our very own Gina
Gempesaw.
This program will run for 11 months and
will measure approximately 64” x 88”.
No Registration Required.
Monthly Fee: $13.95

SAILAWAY
A 10-Month Program

Enjoy the, the cool ocean breeze and the warm sun as you sail away!
Picture it as you work on this gorgeous quilt inspired by the Lady of the
Lake block. Done in two colorways – Batiks or Nautical, this scrappy quilt is
an updated take on a lovely traditional quilt. Also created by Gina
Gempesaw, this project is exclusive to the Round Bobbin!
This program runs for 10 months and will measure approximately 66” x 81”.
No Registration Required.
Monthly Fee: $14.95

The Round Bobbin Quilt Shop – Fall 2018

September 2018
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

October 2018
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Monday

1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

14

15

TGIF (am)
9

10

11

12

13
FAB 5

16

17

23

18

24

25

19
Handwork
with Sally
Betsy’s
Punch Needle
Club

20

26

27
English Paper
Piecing with
Susan Albaugh

FAB 5

7
The Fine Art of
Hand Quilting
Class 1 of 1

8

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

22

14
Mandala
Class 1 of 1

15

28

29
Woven Star
Class 1 of 1

21
Mum’s Flowers
Class 1 of 1

22

28
Criss Cross
Placemats
Class 1 of 1

29

5

11

12

6
Fold’n Stitch
Tree
Class 1 of 1

Friday

One Block
Wonder
Class 1 of 1
18
Folded Gabric
Ornament
Class 1 of 1
25

Sunday,

Saturday,
2

3

Tote 101
TGIF (am)
Class 1 of 1
Jelly Roll Rug
Class 1 of 2
7
8
9
Gretchen’s
Sea Holly
FAB 5
Wool Club
Class 1 of 2 Flicker Friends
Twirl-a-Tool
Class 1 of 1
Class 1 of 2

Snowman
Nesting
Baskets
Class 1 of 1
10
FAB 5
Brentwood
Bag
Class 2 of 4
Machine
Quilting
Class 1 of 2
17
Machine
Applique
Class 1 of 1
24

15
Jelly Roll Rug
Class 2 of 2

13
Get Started
Class 4 of 8

14

16

19

20

21
Handwork
with Sally

22

23

26

27
Get Started
Class 5 of 8

28

29
Rotary Cutting
Class 1 of 1

30

TGIF (pm)

Monday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday
1

2

7

8

9

13
Machine
Quilting
Rulerwork
Class 1 of 1

14

20

21

Stone Soup
Class 1 of 1

27

28

15

16
Handwork
with Sally
Betsy’s
Punch Needle
Club
22
23
Get Started
Class 8 of 8

29

6
Magical
Magnolia Lane
Class 1 of 1
12
13
FAB 5
FAB 5
Lemoyne
Prism
University
Class 1 od 1
Class 1 of 1
19
20
TGIF (pm)
Chenille
Christmas Hot
Pads
Class 1 of 1
TGIF (am)

10

11

16
Brentwood
Bag
Class 1 of 4

17
18
Handwork
Punchneedle
with Sally
Primer
Betsy’s
Classs 1 of 1
Punch Needle
Club
23
24
25
Get Started
English Paper
Class 2 of 8
Piecing with
Susan Albaugh
30
31
Get Started
Class 3 of 8

Wednesday

Thursday

26

Friday

27
Mariner’s
Compass
Class 1 of 1

Saturday,
1
New York
Beauty
Class 1 of 1

2
Magical Piped
Binding
Class 1 of 1

3

9

10

Twirl-a-Tool
Class 2 of 2
16
Magical
DIsappearing
Blocks
Class 1 of 1

17

23

24

30

31

4
Binding Basics
Class 1 of 1

11
Get Started
Class 6 of 8

5

6

Gretchen’s
Wool Club

7
TGIF (am)

12

13

19
Handwork
with Sally
Betsy’s
Punch Needle
Club
25
26

20

18
Brentwood
Bag
Class 4 of 4

8
Brentwood
Bag
Class 3 of 4
Machine
Quilting
Class 2 of 2

14

15
FAB 5
Sea Holly
Class 2 of 2

21
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28
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FAB 5

TGIF (pm)

27
English Paper
Piecing with
Susan Albaugh

Thursday

Friday
3

Sunday

Saturday,
4

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

10
T-Shirt Quilt
Class 1 of 4

FAB 5

17
T-Shirt Quilt
Class 2 of 4

TGIF (pm)

24
T-Shirt Quilt
Class 3 of 4
English Paper
Piecing with
Susan Albaugh
30
31
T-Shirt Quilt
Class 4 of 4

Saturday
1

5

2

TGIF (am)

TGIF (am)

Get Started
Class 7 of 8

Saturday
5

February 2019

Gretchen’s
Wool Club
6

9

Tuesday

January 2019
Sunday,

Friday
4

December 2018

1

4
Paper Pieced
Presents
Class 1 of 1

Thursday

3

Get Started
Class 1 of 8

November 2018
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Wednesday
2
Gretchen’s
Wool Club

21
TGIF (pm)

30

Sunday,

Tuesday
1

11

12

3

4

5

18
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6

7

Gretchen’s
Wool Club
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8
FAB 5

14

9
FAB 5
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Handwork
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28
English Paper
Piecing with
Susan Albaugh

